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QUESTION 1

What are two benefits of using client-driven PST migration? (Select two.) 

A. it is the fastest PST migration method 

B. corrupted PSTs are fixed automatically during migration 

C. it copies items it is loading in chunks into the local Vault Cache, avoiding extra downloads 

D. PST files bigger than 20GB are migrated in bigger chunks, avoiding the file table corruption in a PST file during
migration 

E. it allows PST migration to continue while Outlook is open 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization is planning for a PST migration. Investigations reveal there are approximately 2TB of PST files to
migrate. After the migration, the data stored to the Vault Store Partition is expected to be 50% or less compared with the
original data size. The indexing level will be left at the default and the storage team is planning for the migration by
adding additional storage for Indexes. 

How large are the indexes expected to grow? 

A. Up to 70GB because PST files typically contain attachments that contain little or no text. 

B. Up to 103GB because the deduplication is estimated to be approximately 50% of the original size. 

C. Up to 150GB because the deduplication is estimated to be approximately 50% of the original size and PST files
contain additional MAPI attributes. 

D. Up to 246GB because the index is based on a calculation of the original PST file size. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A user has mistakenly deleted several items from the mailbox archive. The default site setting "Enable recovery of user
deleted items" is selected and set to 14 days. The Enterprise Vault administrator recovers the items. 

What is the result of this action? 

A. specified deleted items newer than 14 days will be recovered to the mailbox 

B. all deleted items newer than 14 days will be recovered to the mailbox 

C. all deleted items newer than 14 days will be recovered to the archive 

D. specified deleted items newer than 14 days will be recovered to a PST 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization has added a custom Outlook form containing a new message class. 

Which steps must the administrator perform to ensure the new form is archived from users\\' mailboxes? 

A. add the form to the Directory > Properties and then include it on the appropriate Mailbox policies 

B. add the form to the Directory > Properties and then include it on the appropriate Desktop policies 

C. add the form to the Site > Properties and then include it on the appropriate Mailbox policies 

D. add the form to the Site > Properties and then include it on the appropriate Desktop policies 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two events modify a closed partition? (Select two.) 

A. archived content is added 

B. archived content expires 

C. collections are enabled 

D. partition rollover occurs and another partition is closed 

E. a backup is performed of the closed partition 

Correct Answer: BC 
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